The role of non-immune IgG in controlling IgG-mediated effector functions.
The majority of evidence supports the conclusion that IgG-dependent effectors respond to antibodies which have been polymerized artificially or by polyvalent antigens, but not to monomeric IgG antibodies. Effectors can distinguish polymerized IgG antibodies from monomeric IgG because they contain multiple receptor units and can interact multivalently with polymerized IgG. However, monomeric IgG is present at very high concns in plasma and interstitial fluids and will inhibit multivalent interactions in vivo between polymerized antibody and effectors. Such inhibition raises the question of how IgG-mediated effector responses could function in vivo. In this review we present a mathematical model which quantitatively predicts how polyvalent ligands interact multivalently with receptors in the presence of excess monovalent ligand. We then show that results from experiments in vitro using such diverse systems as the binding and endocytosis of immune complexes by macrophages, complement-mediated lysis of antibody-coated target cells, and ADCC can be explained qualitatively by the model. We conclude that monomeric IgG does not totally inhibit IgG-mediated effector functions but, rather, raises the threshold of antibody binding which is required to elicit a response. We then consider how non-immune IgG may serve as a homeostatic regulator of IgG-dependent responses, in vivo, perhaps for the purpose of inhibiting responses to low levels of cell-bound IgG autoantibodies.